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The Context: World 2.0

• Cloud, IOT, Big Data.. The digital ecosystem
• The Digital Economy and Information Society have enabled 

business to distribute functions across geographies (payment 
processing, credit verification, customer service, support, data 
centers, follow-the-sun models)

• Supply and distribution chains are becoming more globally 
integrated and new services are driving even more increased 
information flows 

• Customers may enter the system across multiple channels and 
devices, from many jurisdictions, and in multiple roles, including: 
as content creators, application developers and publishers

• Privacy laws and frameworks are in flux – OECD, COE, EU, AU, 
CA, Latin America, ASEAN – US? 

• Economic Growth, jobs, legal and market certainty



The Draft Regulation: Motivation and 
Objectives

• There is stakeholder consensus on many of 
the stated objectives of the regulation:

• More effective privacy regulation/data protection
• Enhanced harmonization
• Enhanced legal certainty
• Lower Administrative Burdens/Cost Savings
• Clarified obligations
• Credible but flexible solutions to enable 

responsible data flows – BCRs, Codes of 
Conduct, etc

• New privacy enhancing tools – DPIAs…



Getting The Most From the Benefits

• One-stop-shop/lead authority
• Applied at the level of enterprise or EU-wide controller
• Role of the Business/multinational in specification
• Coordination with DPA of data subject

• BCR
• Great to have this set forth
• Enhanced benefit if we can enable transfers between BCRs (inter as 

well as intra company transfer) of same level/nature (HR, customer 
info, etc) 

• Clarifying Controller/Processor
• Direct obligations on processor may undermine data minimization 

and legal certainty of relationship
• Joint and several liability may lead to needless cost and burden due 

to overbroad drafting



The Best Laid Plans…

• Cost savings and Administrative Burdens
• There is a general business consensus of “savings 

inflation” and potential for significant cost increase.
• A number of clauses may increase administrative 

burdens
• Level of documentation
• Prior consultation/approval
• Technical/operational practicability of solutions

• Breach notification/24 hrs
• Right to be forgotten beyond controller control



How Things Work…

• The role of the PIA
• Making it a filing instrument defeats its purpose
• DPA resources
• Should be available for spot check, investigation, or evaluating 

capacity to comply.

• PBD and Security
• These solutions need to be tailored to the organization, the 

nature of the information it deals with and type of processing as 
well as its policies and infrastructure

• Top down detail definition is not advisable
• Principle/framework based guidance
• The level of drafting is critical and needs to consider global 

development of standards/approaches



Competitiveness in the Digital 
Economy

• Assuring that the legislation is sufficiently future- 
oriented to enable the further  development of cloud 
computing  and other technical and business model 
advances
• Healthcare / medical research
• Smart cities/logistics
• Scientific research

• Sanctions
• The need to be credibly dissuasive without being trade 

distortive
• The need for appropriate flexibility in application



Concluding Points…

• The regulation must be narrowly tailored to achieve compelling public policy 
goals - this avoids unintended consequences and undue burdens.

• The provisions of the draft regulation are part of a risk-based analysis that 
provides for flexibility to recognize both nuances of circumstance and 
context to determine what are reasonable applications and implementation 
of the terms of the regulation.

• That while business models need to be compliant with the law, the law 
should not unnecessarily constrain the flows and uses of data which 
underpin business models and thus needs to be drafted in a way that 
provides the needed certainty related to what needs to be implemented with 
the needed flexibility. And

• Getting the level of detail in drafting and requirements is thus critical.  
Accountability and other concepts should be drafted to assure that 
companies are capable of demonstrating systems of governance and 
privacy compliance programs.  This prevents documentation and filing 
requirements from becoming needless burdensome and overly proscriptive 
while assure that company programs have been developed in a thoughtful, 
complete and effective manner.
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